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Dear Dr Mremi, 
  
It is now a month since I visited Longido hospital and met with many of your staff there. It is also 
two weeks since my return here in the UK.  
 
I would like to give you a report on various aspects of my visit. I will print this out and send letter-
format as well, but I do hope that you receive this Email for speed.  
 
First of all thank you for your friendly Email, and also for your personal phone call that made me 
happy to have your welcome. Also Dr Urassa (who I have met on other occasions) was, as usual, 
warm and friendly and Nurse Josiah Muruve and Sister Joyce Mwanga, senior Midwife,  were also 
helpful and friendly , as was Anna Andrew, who was new to me in her position at Nutritionist for 
the district.  Please pass my best wishes to them all. On the second day of my visit I was 
accompanied by a young female UK doctor, Dr Joanna Moore MRCGP who specialises in women's 
health. 
 
Firstly to report on Longido Visit:  

• The main reason for the visit was to check on the Hb, anaemia project, funded by a UK 
Rotary club, having full liaison with the relatively new Longido Rotary. I checked the 
supplies of Hb test strips as refills. Mr Muruve was able to show me good stores of these, 
and when I left I had added to them extra supplies, meaning 51 packs of refils were left, plus 
8 screening cards. He also met with me my first evening and he arranged to have teaching 
for staff on both Tuesday and Wednesday starting around 7.45am. The first one was 
focussed on anaemia for women, maternal mortality rate for Tanzania and how it compares 
to , say, UK  and what estimate was there as to the proportion of deaths due to anaemia.  
Also I discussed what, in the UK, we call the " Inverse Care law". It relates to poorer people 
being less likely to go to the doctor/ nurse, have antenatal care etc but are the ones most at 
risk. Therefore  OUTREACH WAS A MOST IMPORTANT PART OF A HEALTH 
WORKERS DUTIES.   

The second day we focussed on the need to test children under 5 yrs. and I got them in pairs 
to try to analyse the real results I had had from Gelai Lumbwa clinic. From that we could 
together statistically work out the degree of anaemia prevalence. Both sessions were 
interactive and had 20+ people there. Please give me any feedback about the teaching.   

Muruve  has gone personally to try to get clinics to take up the testing. He has instruction 
sheets from me for the Swahili version of how to test etc. and he is to be congratulated for 



his interest and enthusiasm.  Any other feedback would be gratefully received because the 
donors always like this. 

 I have enough money to run this project for another year, but on this visit I made a point to say to 
the Rotary Longido representative , Mr Alliy Mwako, who met with me, that I would hope that they 
could start to see their way to fund 25% of the costs next year , in 2015, so that eventually it should 
be sustainable.  

• Dr Urassa spoke with me about TB and HIV testing and I met your coordinator, Mr 
Revocatus Mganilwa.  I heard how that there are now new recruits - "sputum fixers"- who 
work peripherally. I also found that the person who was relevant to the area we work in Mr 
Lesika Mollel, at Gelai Bomba (Meringoi), had not had a bicycle and they had not had 
results!  NB later, when visiting Gelai briefly we heard that your new recruit has not been 
paid, despite sending in some samples, and he was rather fed up that all the other sputum 
fixers had a bike and he did not. Despite the poor roads he maintained that he could ride 
large distances, and get off and push the bike when he had to. Please can you check on this?  

I presume that these workers may be funded through the USAID Stop TB campaign?  

I was really doing a bit of research so that on our next visit, when we wish to repeat the 
message "You must continue your medication" to the villages, we are working alongside 
your district policy. Dr Urassa was happy that after identification and registration of a TB 
case,  and complying with the DOTS programme then subsequent doses could be got for 
Makat villagers from Flying Medical Service, as long as at the end of the treatment they are 
retested and found to be sputum negative. The logistics of this of course is most difficult for 
these remote people.  

• Dr Moore and I were shown over the new maternity unit, by Mr Muruve and Sister Joyce 
Mwanga.  First though I have to say that three years ago I stood with Dr Budenu looking at 
the foundations,   sixteen months ago I saw the completed empty shell . It was really great to 
hear that, through your dynamism, you had got it opened on 17th February this year. 
Congratulations. I also noted that the three motorcycle side cars, for use for women in 
labour to get them transferred if problems, had at last left the compound, and I was told had 
gone to be ready in waiting for cases in the periphery of the district.  

I did note, alas, that the Xray machine from USA, sent Oct 2011, is still in its original 
packaging. (I know that you plan now housing for it) Good luck! 

• Then we had a very interesting and productive discussion about antenatal and 
intrapartum care. They were going to restart putting baby "skin-to-skin" at birth with very 
early kangaroo care for neonates, especially premature births, and to also put into practice 
waiting for the cord to stop pulsing before tying. 

• I was disappointed that they did not seen to know the whereabouts of the ultrasound 
machine we had given some three years ago. Indeed they are hampered to progress with a 
better antenatal service until they get one! In this context I was very pleased to see that the 
two ultrasound machines that we had given to Drs Swai and Friburg at Gelai Lumbwa and 
Ketumbeine are in regular use- and indeed we saw one case of bleeding in early labour 
where, having identified that the placenta was not praevia, a normal birth was to be allowed.  



I wonder if you can help to find this ultrasound machine? Perhaps Dr Budenu will remember where 
it is ? I have some correspondence about it on file that I can send to you.  

• I saw the new Leica binocular microscope that we had arranged for your lab technicians to 
receive a year ago . I am pleased it is useful . I  noted that your technician complained that 
the light source was not adequate. I think after inspecting the specifications that they have 
not replaced the light bulb with the advised one.  It needs a Phillips 1388 bulb. Can you get 
one of these? If not I will endeavour to source one and send it.  

I also noted that your technician wanted more Hemocue Cuvettes. I explained that at $1 a 
test we could not afford it! (our Copack ones for Hb are 1cent!, but actually I do not think 
that we should be supplying Hb tests for a district hospital) 

• In our meeting with Miss Anna Andrew we discussed general nutrition of course, and I 
think she was pleased with our teaching methods for anaemia prevention and our general 
education. In this context we agreed with her that our own deworming will continue , but 
following guidance from  UNICEF and the British Medical journal's editorial in Jan 2013,( 
she has copies of these) we will only be giving out Albendazole ANNUALLY NOW TO 
THE MAKAT AND WOSIWOSI AREAS, not six monthly as before.  This is for all 
children 2-12 years. We will do the full distribution in June each year, which is the date of 
the Longido and Tanzanian general distribution. Therefore this frees up your own supplies 
to give out, BUT you to go ahead with the second distribution in December. I note that you 
have reduced the children eligible for this distribution to only the children under 5 years. We 
shared figures that she and I had for numbers of children. From the careful lists we have, we 
showed her that we have far more children in that area, than she was aware of, and therefore 
that of course meant that there are usually always inadequate supplies for these remoter 
areas. I hope you will have time to discuss this again with her.  

Meantime I have issued to our helper there enough supplies for all of the June issue plus Vit 
A supplement.  If you are happy with this then we will budget for supplies again next year. 
2015.  I am happy to sign a "contract" type of statement for you that we will do this, if you 
wish.  

• Meeting with Miss Shanalingiwa in the Pharmacy, I noted the shortages of supplies that 
you work with, a day-to-day, fact-of-life for you. Commiserations! But I did see the new 
neonatal suction devices that have been delivered from an Australian/ USA source. Please 
see later ... Could you put by for us 6+6 for use by our new trained TBAs in Makat and 
Wosiwosi after we have trained them to use next time?  

I took 1 box of condoms ( I note again shortages even for these) to use for training again. 

• Before I left I went to see Mr James Millya . I presented him with the Natron Healthcare 
Annual Report, 2013,  that I had also left for you. He surprisingly asked me about 
ultrasounds! This was before I mentioned it! Maybe you can liaise with him?.....we are 
unlikely to get another $2,000 for another one. 

Ketumbeine and Gelai Lumbwa  visits.   
Altogether we were with them for 6 days. (plus a previous visit by Dr Moore.) 



• As usual I was impressed with the work that Drs Friburg, Lori and Swai do for their 
communities, and the respect that the latter hold for them.  We had a good discussion with 
Dr Friburg and his wife about our project, and welcomed their experience and input. We 
also were able to do some teaching sessions with their staff in the two clinics especially 
focussing again on cord tying, "skin-to skin", and kangaroo nursing etc  and early feeding to 
neonates. We were especially pleased to see the nurses at Ketumbeine being very proactive 
to promote implants and progestogen injections.  

• We discussed again running together another outreach eye clinic to the remote areas in June 
or July this year.  

 
Gelai Lumbwa .  
This was a short stop only.  

• We met again there nurse Peter Leiyo, third time for me, and for the first time, Dr Shaya. 
There was a patient crowd of waiting patients. I wondered why they had not started there 
work at it was by then late morning.  

• We together revisited the new doctors' accommodation. I was sorry that it had not 
progressed at all since my last visit there in October 2012.  As before to your predecessors, 
we say that we understand how you cannot attract GOOD workers to these positions without 
proper living standards. I hope that you will be able to bring pressure and engage with the 
local people there at Gelai Bomba to fight corruption and ensure that they meet their 
responsibilities to get this building finished. We had budgeted in 2011-2 to give a solar 
panel for this building-  WHEN COMPLETED!  We will stand by our commitment to do 
this.   

• Your workers there were able to show me the Hb tests that they have, but, despite the forms 
in Swahili and also from the experience when I worked alongside Mr Leiyo, he does not 
appear to use them at all.  

• We removed a radio that we had given them four years ago. It had never worked properly, 
partly because the Longido radio did not work, We will "recycle" it . 

Wosiwosi.  
It was a disappointment for me that owing to a bad storm 14-16 March , I was unable to persuade 
my transport to get through to them up there. I did meet with the village chairman , secretary , and 
VEO though.  Gifts for the small school there were given (we have aided the funding for school 
desks there) and I showed them their supply of deworming medication. 

•  I apologised to them that despite three years of trying to find TBA training for them (your 
predecessor, and three other agencies approached) we had been unsuccessful so we were 
going to give TBA training ourselves and they were invited to send women to Magadini in 
the following week to join women there - and they indeed did so, with 6 women coming for 
4 days ( plus 2 days walking to get there and back !) 

Makat (Magadini) 
We stayed here for a week . 
We took with us our own female, Masai/ Swahili / English translator.   
We worked with the community to again identify their needs, following up previous topics.  

• We presented the village workers with the deworming and VIT A meds for distribution in 
June. 



• In the school, where we have had a good relationship with the Headteacher, Mr Materu, we 
met his new and committed staff. 

• They were pleased with the four large new water tanks we installed to try to mitigate not just 
drought but also fluoridosis there. 

• The school lunch programme we started continues now with WFP input. It is low I fear on 
vitamins, but we shall work on that. You may not have heard of the excellent results this 
school has had: second in the whole area for   standard 7. 

• Alongside the teaching staff there we presented teaching topics for all children on revision 
of hand-washing, hygiene and prevention of worms and diarrhoea.  

• All children on 5 eye conditions, see below.  
• All children on Nutrition, Anaemia and role of Vit A ( this was to a higher level for senior 

classes) 
• and to all senior children boys and girls separately, repeat of STD s/ HIV. 

• For the men we repeated the HIV/ STD s and eye conditions :  conjunctivitis, both 
neonatal, and trachoma prevention, Vit A problems, cataract, and attitudes to the blind. 

• We also repeated the anaemia message with especial emphasis on looking after the pregnant 
women. 

• Teaching for women this year was the major thrust. With the Wosiwosi women present, the 
TBA teaching had six modules: 1. care of pregnant woman and prevention anaemia, 2. 
preparation for a birth. ( hygiene/ soap, clean razor etc) , 3. "skin-to skin" and early 
immediate, breastfeed, kangaroo nursing for premature babies 4. cutting cord and waiting 
for pulsing to stop ( this session also had discussions about placental delivery). 5.  
Seriousness of neonatal conjunctivitis and when should they get help  by calling Flying 
Medical Service: (haemorrhage, baby" stuck" and fits) 6. contraception. This was the first 
time we have addressed this issue for them .  

Feedback was excellent to us verbally after these sessions and some reported that discussions 
continued long after we had left, and a few days later they were able to repeat without any prompts 
our main messages.   

All education sessions were interactive and used specially prepared Masai cut-out pictures that were 
used to tell stories and get the discussion going.  

• Dr Jo and I attended three small ad hoc clinics for sick people, with many diarrhoea cases. 

 

Well that is all you will have had time to read. And it is all I have time to write at the present! 
Please reply back to me, or my co director, Ms. Melanie Finn with any queries and suggestions.  

 Best wishes,  
  Yours sincerely, 

 

  
 Dr Penelope Aeberhard FRCGP 


